aBstract contemporary medical practices are impossible without imaging techniques . one example is the practice of neuroimaging . current literature in the scope of "Medicine studies" has highlighted the "gestaltsehen" perspective and has discussed the process of creating visual evidence using complex combinations of numerical methods, statistical procedures and visualization-algorithms . In line with this research, this special issue of Medicine studies focuses -using different exampleson the specific use of visualizations, the transformation of observations and data into images, the shift in medical viewing patterns caused by new visualization techniques and the nomothetic function of visual discourse networks for distinguishing the normal and the pathological .
ity" or "visibility" produced by measurement and evaluation are a desideratum along with studies on the evidentiary value of technically evoked images . consequently, the topic of this editorial is the epistemological potential of images and artifacts in medicine . By providing two examples from the history of medicine (Paul ehrlich's images of the side chain theory and images from sperms), we will examine the claim of evidence put forward by scientists with the help of visualizations . the "as if"-status (following the philosopher hans vaihinger) of images in Medicine is discussed . a tIMe oF IconograPhy there is no doubt that we are living in a time of iconography . Pictures and images surround us from birth until death . throughout our whole lives (and even before birth and after death) we are the product and the producer of a pure flood of images, which determine our thinking, wishes and imagination . the omnipresence of images is the result of a fundamental shift during modernity in both the status and modalities of presentation procedures . the concomitant increase in technical methods for image production resulted in a new kind of knowledge formation compared 1 this is a revised version of an article which appeared under the same title as the editorial for a special issue of the journal "Medicine studies" published by springer .
to premodern times . It is a specific element of these modern and postmodern processes of knowledge formation and dissemination that knowledge itself seems to be more dependent on the possibilities of its illustration, demonstration, and presentation than on the matter or cause itself . nevertheless, regarding the "claim for truth," this practice is not less unproblematic than knowledge that comes along without any form of representation . 2 contemporary medical practices are impossible without imaging techniques . Whereas in many disciplines the history and philosophy of visual culture plays an important role (lynch 2006) , in medicine only single aspects have been highlighted so far . one example is the practice of neuroimaging (cf . (dijck 2005) ) . the "gestaltsehen" perspective has been highlighted (Burri 2008, 214) and the process of creating visual evidence using complex combinations of numerical methods, statistical procedures and visualization-algorithms has been discussed previously (schinzel 2006; huber 2009 ) . In line with this research, this conference volume of the 1 st conference on Medical Imaging held in Ulm in 2010 focuses on the specific use of visualizations, the transformation of observations and data into images, the shift in medical viewing patterns caused by new visualization techniques and the nomothetic function of visual discourse networks for distinguishing the normal and the pathological .
the conference proceedings intend to stimulate further debates and research . For example, we lack systematic studies regarding the transformation and modeling of medical data by evaluation, selection and statistical processing, which are not only phenomena of the computer age but have existed long before . From the existing literature and papers in this issue, it is clear that questions regarding the validity of medical images are of special interest: Many modern visualization techniques do not refer to observable correlates but to complex mathematical processing procedures, which have caused a paradoxical phenomenon, since they produce virtual images that do not exist as visible entities (adelmann, Frercks et al . 2009 ) . In the history of medicine, analyses focusing on the epistemic status of a "reality" or "visibility" produced by measurement and evaluation are a desideratum along with studies on the evidentiary value of technically evoked images . consequently, the topic of this editorial is the epistemological potential of images and artifacts in medicine . By providing two examples from the history of medicine, we will examine the claim of evidence put forward by scientists with the help of visualizations . these visualizations are scientific pictures, which are the result of the interaction of processing measured data, picture creation, amplification and reduction, and human interpretation .
tion of reality remains a "risky adventure of reason" . either one should generally abstain from interpreting the entity of any object or one should be aware of the fact that these interpretations have the characteristics of an analogy . there is no proof that the "real" world has the same structure as it is attributed by our own experience, analogies and metaphors (Bertalanffy 1986, 86-87) .
established patterns and conventions of perception shape the representation of these analogies in images . they constitute on the one hand how knowledge is displayed and on the other hand direct the formulation and presentation of new knowledge . only images fitting these traditions can be trusted, and only these images are attributed with some evidentiary power . they are consciously false assumptions put forward for the sake of their functional results . Whoever accepts this character would agree with revisions . as the philosopher arnold Kowalewski argued, none of these fictions would be privileged, and these (scientific) assumptions -and thus their visual representations -followed the "law of shifting ideas" . Whenever the philosophy of "as if" fictionalized certain ideas after critical inquiry, it weakened its impact, but attracted new followers . consequently, it founded an "image collective" ("Ideengemeinschaft"), a concept later taken up by ludwik Fleck as the "thought collective" (Kowalewski 1986, 230) .
For the history of medical imaging, this theory means that any illustrator has to adapt his visualizations to the vision coercions of the respective thought collective . When illustrations are produced or signed by authorities, this increases their evidentiary power . citations of these illustrations and re-citations of patterns introduced by these authorities increase the credibility of the respective images . Finally, by reiteration and the solidification of a theory, the original explanatory function of an image can be transformed into an empirical observation . as a consequence the former "as if" status transcends into an "it is" status, which might be deceptive but is taken for reality . the image itself has become the proof . there is no evidentiary power per se; there is only a power of evidence, which is constituted by those who produce medical images and negotiate them with their recipients . thus, the evidentiary power of medical imaging depends on how convincingly the borderline between "as if" and "it is" is transcended . the transition of this borderline is the underlying story of the following papers, which hopefully leads to fruitful further discussions in this journal and beyond . reFerences adelmann, r ., J . Frercks, et al . (2009) 
